
How  To  Make  DIY 
Dye Sublimation Inks 

Dye sublimation inks, also known as disperse dye inks, are 
the essential inks for digital heat transfer inkjet printing. 
Dye sublimation inks are widely used in both desktop 

inkjet printers and wide format plotters to print onto heat 
transfer paper or directly onto the substrates and then, the ink 
colors will be sublimated into the polyester fabrics or polymer 
coated substrates under high heat and pressure.
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DIY Sublimation Ink Production 
 
Dye sublimation inks are usually produced with ultra fine 
disperse dye dispersions. It is pretty easy to produce dye 
sublimation inks with disperse dye dispersions. What you need 
is a good filtering system and an ink test printer.   

To make dye sublimation inks, you need mix the disperse dye 
dispersions, glycols, additives and pure water together and 
filter precisely with 1um,0.45um filters. After the filtration, the 
inks can be put into the printer to make the test printing. 

Jetcolour can provide the initial recommended ink formulation 
and necessary filtering equipments. 

There are several advantages of DIY making sublimation inks. 

1.Cost Saving & High Profit: 

The market prices for high quality dye sublimation inks are 
ranging from US$50 per liter to US$200 per liter depending on 
different brands.  

The cost of DIY sublimation inks can be US$4-7 per liter 
depending on different colors. Average cost of DIY sublimation 
inks is around US$4.8 per liter. 

Therefore, the price margin and profit between the market price 
and DIY cost is very big. 
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2.Easy Control Ink Quality 

Bad quality dye sublimation inks have some common problems 
such as clogging printheads, poor color gamut, poor black ink 
color, bad viscosity, etc. 

DIY making sublimation inks can solve these problems easily 
as you can control the percentage of colorants, adjust the 
formulation and increase the filtering times. By slight adjusting 
the formulation and control the filtering process, these common 
problems can be solved so that ink quality can be controlled by 
yourself. 

3.Other Ink Productions 

With the same production facilities, ink makers can also 
produce other inkjet inks such as reactive dye inks, pigment 
inks, etc.  

For more information, please contact us: 

Jetcolour International Corporation 

Tel:+1-866-753-7797  (USA) 

Email: info@jetdyes.com 

Website:  www.jetdyes.com  

Tel:+86-756-863-8587 (China) 

Email:sales@jetcolour.com 

Website: www.jetcolour.com 
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